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ABSTRACT

Department of Energy (DOE) and other Government
research laboratories depend on high-performance computer
systems to accomplish their programmatic goals. As the
most powerful computer Systems become available, they are
acquired by these laboratories so that advances can be
made in theirgdisciplines. These advances are often the
result of added sophistication to numerical models whose
execution is made possible by high-performance computer
systems. However, high-performance computer systems have
become increasingly complex, and consequently it has
become increasingly difficult to realize their potential
performance. The result is a need for research on issues
related to the utilization of these systems. This report
gives a brief description of high-pef/ormahce computers,
and then addresses (1) the use of and future needs for
high-performance computers within DOE, (2) the growing
complexity of applications within DOE, and (3) areas of
high-performance computer systems warranting research.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Definition

High-performance computers are the most powerful large-scale computers
available at any given time. Here, powerful means how fast the computer can
execute operations like addition, multiplication, subtraction, and division;
how much storage is available; and how precisely the computer calculates (die
number of digits used).



B. Value * ,. ' ]? , • '

High-performance computers are valuable scientific research tools—so
valuable that it;is against national .policy to export them to potential adver-
saries of the United States. Their value emanates from their ability to in-
crease our knowledge, their ability to free us from; constraints of reality,
and from their cost-effectiveness. They increase our knowledge by

• enabling us to treat complexity that is not otherwise tractable, for
example, nonlinear evolutionary flows;

• enabling us to study parameters where laboratory measurement is diffi-
cult, if not impossible, for example, fusion processes;

•Tenabling us to explore many alternatives, thereby guiding our intui-
•• '•• .-.- " t i o n . • " ^:-

:" • _ " ' ' ' . •

One of thergreatest values^of computers is the freedom from constraints of
reality associated with their usage. For example, detonation of nuclear
weapons is tightljr.eontrolled by various political considerations, but comput-
er simulation bf them is not subject to such constraints. Similarly, reactor
safety experiments are subject to environmental constraints, but on the com-
puter we can repeatedly simulate melt down, etc. In such cases, computer
simulation frees1 us from the necessity of assembling the requisite skills and
materials to physically construct the associated experiments.
Among the cost-effective benefits high-performance computers provide are

• reduced need for, and increased gains from, experimental tests;

.. • increased efficiency and effectiveness of new energy and weapons sys-
tems; '~J '

• improved ability to meet schedules; and,

• shortened development periods for new technology.

\ The value of a high-performance computer far exceeds its cost, which
is small compared to the total costs of the energy and weapons systems under
development and the experimental research involved in these programs. For ex-
ample, the computing cost for a single weapon design is less than 1% of the
total system cost pi]. Such a tool warrants research on improving its produc-
tivity and on easing- its utilization.

C. Usage and Future Needs

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) conducts research in two Major areas:
advanced energy technologies and national security.

j' Discussed below are specificDOE programs for which high-performance cow-
puters are invaluable and for which additional computer capability is needed.
if °" > » "- » ,, ' • -

1. ̂  National Security. 0For most research and development, neither com-
putation nor experinentation alone is adequate. These two methods coapleaeat



each other: The computations predict how a system will perform; the experi-
ments supply physical data and verify the computations. ^

The nuclear weapons program, however, is exceptionally dependent upon
computer modeling because of the political, economic, and technical limita-
tions on nuclear testing. Only by using computer nodeIs to conduct hundreds
of simulations of nuclear weapon performance can weapons designers ensure that
our nuclear weapons will be safe, secure, and reliable.

Reducing the need for field testing by increasing computer power also
saves a lot of money. For example, a nuclear weapon designed using the CDC
6600, which has about one-fourth the speed of the 7600, required 23 field
tests; whereas a similar, later weapon designed using the 7600, required only
six field tests. (As a general rule, the faster the computer, the more accu-
rate the model, because a faster, more powerful computer can handle more ela-
borate equations.) The elimination of 17 tests at a typical cost of $5 Million
per test saved about $85 million, and this figure does not include the accom-
panying savings in calendar time.

The role of computers in nuclear weapons design is discussed in depth in
Ref. 1. Among the conclusions drawn are:

• The design of a single nuclear weapon may require the equivalent of one
year of computer time on the most powerful machines available.

• Design costs are a small fraction of total system cost.

• The judicious use of design tools, especially computer models, can have
a large impact--leverage--on total weapons system cost.

• Because it is essentially impossible to obtain statistically signifi-
cant test data, our confidence in the performance of nuclear devices is
derived in large measure £%om the substantial amount 6f computation
that supports every design.

• The lack of better computers twill hamper progress in nuclear weapons
technology.

2. Laser Fusion. The ultimate suecoss of laser-initiated thermonuclear
fusion as a power source depends strongly upon computer simulations of target
behavior, because the associated physical processes are not entirely achiev-
able in experiments. Current computer programs for designing targets use the
fastest available computers for up to 20 hours per run, yet even more
comprehensive computational, studies must be done before laser fusion experi-
mental facilities, costing between $50 million and $200 million, can be built.

3. Magnetic Fusion. Scientists and engineers are also using high-
performance computers to study magnetic confinement systems, which may ulti-
mately; 'i'ad to the development of fusion power reactors. High-performance
computers allow scientists to model "magnetic bottles" for data on plasma
reactions, as well as the movement of individual particles in the magnetic



field, thereby studying ways of managing the plasma so that fusion occurs.
High-perfdrmance computers also enable sophisticated design studies of entire
power plants, whereas smaller computers can model only parts of such systems.

The role of computers in magnetic fusion energy is discussed in Ref. 2.
Among the conclusions drawn are:

• " it is not yet possible to simulate the nonlinear development of
high-shear internal MHD modes because of resolution requirements. Ade-
quate resolution of such instabilities (which are believed to be the
most relevant experimentally) will require an order of magnitude more
in computer capability" [2, p. 50).

• "It is currently not possible to adequately simulate electromagnetic
instabilities such as the drift-Alfven or the drift-tearing modes due
to the faster time scales associated with electron motion and to the
fact that an electromagnetic model requires much more memory. Such
simulations will require a more powerful computer" [2, p. 51].

A. Reactor Safety. What would be the consequences of a nuclear reactor
accident? This question is a governing issue in the design and licensing of
nuclear power plants. It is impractical to perform large numbers of experi-
ments with actual reactors. Instead, reactor behavior during hypothetical ac-
cidents, including the adequacy of emergency safety systems, is evaluated by
computer simulation; These programs are at the limit of current computing
capabilities; a single calculation can take up to 20 hours on a CDC 7600-class
computer. For example, the nuclear regulatory1 commission would have preferred
to have analyzed the Three Mile Island nuclear reactor accident with numerical
simulation and with many different assumptions. To have done so would have
tied up as much as 15% of the scientific computers in the United States [3].

II. BACKGROUND

In the 20 years of high-performance computing, the usage characteristics
are well established. First, there is a limit (less than 20 hours) to the
time a user will invest in a particular run. Second, speed increases are used
to include more detail or complexity into numerical simulations rather than to
reduce computing time. This explains DOE's history of continually procuring
the biggest and fastest computers available. In view of the needs discussed
in Section I.C, this trend will continue, o

A. Few Vendors
(j '•-' . ' ' • ' • " •-•

There are relatively few high-performance computers in use—probably not
more than 100 in the world. The total computer population by comparison is on
the order of 1,000,000.

Only a few companies manufacture high-performance computers because it
takes special skills to build an effective system. In fact several Manufac-
turers have abandoned the high-speed market after unsuccessful attempts to

V.



penetrate it. Most computer manufacturers follow the components improvement-
versus-costs curve, turning out ordinary computers for the huge number of
users who do not (yet) need high-speed service.

Because there are few manufacturers of high-performance systems, it is in
the interest of the DOE to provide them with detailed information on its ap-
plications. This document proposes activities that will move us in that
direction.

B. Complexity in Models

Growing complexity is characteristic of science and technology; an obvi-
ous example is the contrast between the Wright brothers' airplane and a super-
sonic jetliner. In the same manner, weapons and energy technologies are also
becoming more complicated; and as system complexity grows, more technical and
economic parameters must be studied.

To study these complex alternatives, improved computer models include the
following features:

• more complete and accurate representation of the laws of physics;

• more two- and three-dimensional simulations in lieu of simpler one-
dimensional simulations;

• smaller spatial zones, so that the complexity of the system or device
can be more accurately represented; and

• smaller time steps, so that rapidly changing physical processes can be
more thoroughly tracked.

Here is a simple example from the physics of fluids. A heavily used DOE
design program currently is expressed as a 100 x 100 zone model. This, in-
cidentally, is not rated as a fine detail model. Depending on the physical
properties being studied, between 25 and 200 quantities per zone are computed,
and typically 1,000 cycles of the model's evolution are carried out. Thus, in
the calculation space there are 100 x 100 x 1,000 zone cycles that must be
done. This problem executes on the Cray-1 computer at the rate of about
15,000 zone cycles per minute, which means some 12 (fully utilized) hours of
Cray-1 time are required.*

Now for this model, we have a genuine need to extend the physics to three
dimensions. In its simplest manifestation, this requires 100 times the time
cited above. Thus, what should be a simple extension is in truth a major hur-
dle, and, quite simply, it will not be done on currently available computers
because users are unwilling to wait 200 hours for a result.

In addition to time demands, another fundamental limitation shows up when
we work out the corresponding memory requirements. On the average, the two-

••>'The execution speed of this program on the CDC 7600 is about one third of a
Cray-1 or 5,000 zone cycles per minute.



dimensional model needs about 1,000,000 words for data storage. Thus, the
"simplest" extension to three dimensions requires 100 million words. This
necessitates use of secondary storage, probably disk. However, there is a
growing disparity between arithmetic performance and the time required to
transmit data from disk. For example, in the "70's the computer could typical-
ly perform about 40 arithmetic operations during tfie interval requited to
transmit one datum from disk. On the Cray-1 as many as 200 floatingpoint
operations can be performed during that interval, but few of our current simu-
lation models require 200 operations per datum access. We must either accept
the complexity of partitioning data sets across several disks in order to
transmit more data per second, or develop solution techniques that reduce the
number of data accesses by performing more operations per access.

Growing complexity in DOE models continues to necessitate procurement of
computers with the highest levels of performance both in operations per Second
and in memory capacity. (-Providing this performance has and will continue to
lead to exotic computer architectures. As we are about to see, computer ar-
chitectures can have tremendous impact on algorithms and software.

C. Trends in Architecture °

THE VENDORS SAY: *

"Nobody, and I mean nobody, knows how to program large parallel
machines."

, "-' o - Seymour Cray
Business Week
12/6/76

"Many current large-scale programs cannot run efficiently oh any known
high performance machine..." ;\

a - David W. Hogan,
John C. Jensen, and .,-
Merrill Cornish
Texas Instruments Inc.

USERS SAY: "

, "Converting problems for efficient execution on the new class of 'highly
parallel* machines requires an almost complete reanalysis and rewrite of

,̂  the program." °

. ° - J. E. Wirsching and
T. Kishi
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory



"Automatic vectorization is no substitute for a total rethinking of algo-
rithms, mathematics, and programming techniques./1

- M. Rowe
Langley Research Center
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

In the early days of scientific computing, people were quite content to
exploit the capabilities of whichever computer they were currently using.
After all, any computer provided a tremendous speed increase over hand compu-
tation. Around 1960 the first transistorized computers "suddenly" appeared.
On the average, they provided speed improvements of 6 to 10. In rapid succes-
sion speed increases totaling 100 were provided during the 60's. This lulled
the user community, as well as many other people, into believing that improve-
ments in computational speed were easy to make and likely to continue. In
fact, the major portion of these speed increases was due to faster components
and algorithms rather than to improved architecture. It took all of the 70's
to achieve the next factor-of-10 speed increase. Further, specialized comput-
er architecture was forcing users to tailor their programs to the architecture
to' even get close to maximum performance. The growth rate of computer perfor-
mance, therefore, is diminishing despite increased complexity of computer ar-
chitecture, and architectural complexity is influencing algorithms.

Figure 1 displays the execution bandwidth of high-performance computers
over the past 25 years. The diminishing growth rate in performance is evi-
dent. In fact the data is nicely approximated by a double exponential with an
asymptote of 10 operations per second.

Recent advances in Josephson junction and Gaits technology have created
expectation that we may see a quantum jump in the performance of serial com-
puters. However, estimates are that these computers will perform about 10
operations per second [4]. This is a factor of 10 improvement over the
Cray-1, and as we have already noted, DOE needs at least a factor of 100.

Recent generations of supercomputers incorporate vector architecture.
This architecture is impacting algorithms and software [4, 5]. In order for
an algorithm to achieve high performance on these computers, it must fit the
associated architecture [6]. For example, on the CDC STAR algorithms are
sought that yield vectors whose elements can be stored contiguously and whose
lengths" are on the order of hundreds and preferably thousands. Determination
of algorithms satisfying these conditions has yielded programs that perform
two to four times faster than their CDC 7600 counterparts {7, 8, 9].
Straightforward implementation of "scalar algorithms" on the STAR results in
performance that is substantially less than that of the CDC 7600. On the
Cray-1 algorithms are sought that minimize data traffic between memory and the
central processing unit, and that maximize parallel execution of the function-
al units. Determination of algorithms satisfying these conditions has yielded
programs that perform 5 to 15 times faster than their CDC 7600 counterparts
[10, 11, 12, 13]. Direct implementation of current algorithms on the Cray-1
yields a performance ratio of about 2.5 to 5.0 relative to the CDC 7600
[13,= 14].
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Fig. 1. Execution bandwidth of high-performance
computers over the past 25 years.

Computers incorporating arrays of processors are beginning to emerge.
Like" vector computers, arrays of processors perform, best with algorithms that
have a minimal requirement for scaflar computation. In addition, arrays of
processors have limited data communication abilities between processors.
Thus, when attempting to use them, one must seek algorithms that are highly
parallel and with communication requirements that fit the architecture. The
optimum arithmetic performance of these devices is potentially, much greater
than that of current supercomputers.

Because of the diminishing growth rate of performance in scalar processor
architectures, we expect that the dominant architectural styles for future
high-performance computers will include parallel operation or specialized
pipeline structures. In both cases the programming tools and algorithms
available to the user are inadequate and providing them is no mean task. It
took between two and three years to adapt the programs developed for scalar

8
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.computers during the 60's and early 70's to %he STAR" architecture. During
those three years, user energies were focusedpon efficiency factors and little
or no new physics was inserted"into their programs. ° =,

Because of the Cray-l's fast scalar capability, acceptable performance
c> can be achieved on it with much less vectorization than on the STAR. This ac-
counts for shorter conversion times to it. However, realizing the highest'
level of performance on -the Cray-1 is justaas challenging as on the STAR. <-,

When performance increases are easy to achieve, the quality and=diversity
of the computational models improve. The user's creative energy, which is
limited, is allowed to focus on the physics and not the computer. Today's "
user communities demand that programming tools and algorithms be fabricated
along with the computers and that they be easy to use as well as expressive.
In particular, few users are^willing to abandon the higher level languages
(HOL) in order to extract the maximum performance of today's computers.' Ap-
parently, most large physics codes have reached a level of complexity that is

0 too difficult to treat with low-level programming languages. The irony=of "
this situation is that HOLs generally do not compile maximally efficient pro-
grams. Factors of 5 of inefficiency are quite common [15].° The methodologies
needed for future large-scale scientific computations rare not noti'ain place
and,=in fact, are lagging behind architectural trends. ° %

111. : RESEARCH ̂  ,. » r' -> •, -

Because DOE facilities are dependent upon high-performance computers to
accomplish their programmatic goals and because DOE is" |the largest customer
for these computers, it must take the initiative in performing research on is-
sues relevant to successful utilization of such machines. Five areas are prp-
.posed for investigation: algorithm analysis, architecture evaluation, system
software, scientific applications, and systems analysis. Each of these areas
is detailed below. ° ' „ " . -

^. Algorithm Analysis

There has been a steady trend toward increased parallelism in high- ^
performance computer architectures, with current generations incorporating a
vector processing capability. When executing highly vectorized codes, the
performance of these computers is an order of" magnitude greater than when exe-
cuting purely scalar codes. However^ because DOE large-scale simulation com-
puter programs were developed for scalar computers,-often as much as 50^ of
the total computation must be^done in scalar mode (that is, nonvectorizable
computations); the situation is'worse when highly parallel arrays of proces-
sors are considered. Thus, DOE must develop new solution techniques that can
exploit new computer architectures. ° * s 0

B. Architecture Simulation and Design Tools - J1

In the past, DOE has had to commit ftse°L£ to: new generations of computers
on the basis of potential rather than realized performance. Because of the



important missions tliey support, DOE needs technology that can evaluate the
suitability of these computers to the numerical simulation that they perform.
Such technology does not now exist. =

C. Scientific Application Software $ "•= "

° Wherii developing a computer code to simulate ŝ )me physical process, a
scientist's primary concerns^ are to determine the appropriate laws of physics
to describe the phenomenon under study and to express these laws in a
mathematical form amenable to solution by computers." In the past, translation
o^ the resulting equations into actual computer code by the "use of a high-
level lartgljage "such as Fortran was straightforward? With the advent of
machines such as the STAR, Cray-!, and ILLIAC IV, it has become necessary'to
structure (iod̂ s in a stylized manner to achieve the high execution rates, pos-
sible on such computers. Scientists cannot be expected to become sufficiently
"expert tin programming techniques to write thestj stylized codes personally. >
Consequently, large staffs dofprofessional programmers have become necessary
to; support the scientists. Fufesie, machines,3 i*sing advanced architectural con-
cepts",0 wilXj^requ ire evermore specialized structuring if they are to be used
Efficiently, and it is unreasonable to expeqt computer professionals to
rethink codes for every new machine. Q

= Research is "needed to develop software tools thjjt allow scientists to =
continue"development of their simulation codes without the necessity of lea.rn-
ingBthe intr/Nr"xies of new computers or without the expense of a large staff
of prSfess/^wraSKcomfmter scientists.

IV. CO»iFCLUSION[S

"•- DOE research°and development programs gain many advantages from a rela-
tively small investment in high-performance^computers, the value of ,a high-
perfocmance computer far exceeds its cost, which is small-^prnpared to the to-
tal costs of the weapons and energy systems under developWnt in the United
States and Experimental research involved in these programs. However, the DOE
is faced with a dilemma of diminishing growth rate in computer performance,
growing complexity in computer architecture, and programmatic need for higher,
performance. , D ^ ,

The research proposed in this report may well be essential to realizing
the requisite computer performance needed by DOE.
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